
Type Theory and Coq 2018-2019
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Write your name and student number on each paper that you hand in. This test
has 6 exercises, with 30 subexercises. Every subexercise is worth 3 points, the
first 10 points are free, and the final mark is the number of points divided by
10. Write proofs, terms and types according to the conventions of Femke’s course
notes. Good luck!

1. This exercise is about simple type theory and propositional logic.

(a) Give a proof in minimal propositional logic of the formula:

(a→ b)→ (b→ c)→ (a→ c)

(b) Give the proof term in (Church-style) simple type theory of the proof
from the previous subexercise, which is a lambda term with type:

(a→ b)→ (b→ c)→ (a→ c)

(c) Give a derivation of the typing judgement of the term from the previous
subexercise.

(d) Give the three typing rules of simple type theory.

(e) Give the most general type of the lambda term:

λxyz. x(yxz)

You do not need to show that this is the most general type, or how you
obtained it, just giving the type is sufficient.

2. This exercise is about dependent types and predicate logic.

(a) Give a proof that contains a detour in minimal predicate logic of the
formula:

∀x. ((∀y. p(y))→ p(x))

(Note: if you do not know what a detour is, or you cannot find a proof
with a detour, you can get partial points for a proof of this formula
without a detour.)

(b) Give the proof term in λP of the proof from the previous subexercise.
Use the type D for the domain that is being quantified over.
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(c) Give the normal form of the term from the previous subexercise. Ex-
plain your answer.

(d) Give the full λP typing judgement (i.e., including the λP context) of
the term in normal form from the previous subexercise.

(e) What is the formula in minimal predicate logic that has as proof term:

λH1 : (Πx:D. px→ qx). λH2 : (Πy:D. qy → ry). λz : D.λH3 : pz.H2z (H1zH3)

3. This exercise is about polymorphism and second order propositional logic.

(a) Give a proof in minimal second order propositional logic of the formula:

∀a. (a→ a)→ a→ a

(b) Give the proof term in λ2 for the proof from the previous subexercise.

(c) Give a different proof term for the formula from the previous subexer-
cises, where ‘different’ means that the β normal forms are different.

(d) Give the lambda term for the polymorphic composition operator, which,
apart from type arguments, takes two functions f and g, and returns
the composition f ◦ g.

(e) Does there exist a λ2 term M with type A, such that MA is a well
typed λ2 term too? If so, give an example. If not, explain why.

4. This exercise is about the typing rules of pure type systems and the lambda
cube.

For the typing rules of the lambda cube, see page 7 of this exam.

(a) Give a derivation in λ→ of the judgement:

a : ∗ ` (λx : a. x) : (a→ a)

(b) Conjunction can be impredicatively defined as:

λa : ∗. λb : ∗.Πc : ∗. ((a→ b→ c)→ c)

List the systems of the lambda cube in which this term is typable.
Explain your answer.

(c) The systems of the lambda cube all satsify the property of subject re-
duction. State what this means.
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(d) The systems of the lambda cube all satisfy the property of strong nor-
malization. State what this means.

5. This exercise is about inductive types and recursive functions.

(a) We want a datatype for binary trees with no further data at either
nodes or leaves. Define an inductive type tree of type Set using Coq
syntax for this datatype. An example of an element of this type might
be:

Node (Node Leaf (Node Leaf Leaf)) Leaf

(b) Give the type of the recursion principle tree rec for the inductive type
from the previous subexercise.

(c) Define a function count leaves that counts the number of leaves of a
tree using Fixpoint and match. The count for the example tree should
be four, as there are four Leafs. Remember that the Coq type for
natural numbers is called nat, and the function for addition on natural
numbers is called plus.

(d) Define the same function using tree rec.

(e) Define an inductive predicate

mirrors : tree→ tree→ Prop

that states that the first argument is the left-to-right mirror of the
second argument. Note that this is not a function that mirrors its
input, but a relation between two trees.

For example the following type should be inhabited:

mirrors (Node (Node Leaf (Node Leaf Leaf)) Leaf)

(Node Leaf (Node (Node Leaf Leaf) Leaf))

(f) Give a definition of Leibniz equality as an inductive predicate. (There
are two different versions for this, depending on whether one of the
arguments of the equality is a parameter or not. Both versions are a
proper answer to this exercise.)

6. This exercise is about guarded type theory.

(a) Consider the following Coq definitions:
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CoInductive stream : Set :=

| cons : nat -> stream -> stream.

Definition f (x : nat) (s : stream) : stream :=

cons x s.

CoFixpoint fold_f (s : stream) : stream :=

match s with

| cons x s’ => f x (fold_f s’)

end.

Coq will accept this without complaint, as f is just another name of
cons, and therefore fold f just returns its input stream in a compli-
cated way.

However, the following definition, in which now f is an arbitrary func-
tion, is not accepted by Coq:

CoFixpoint fold (f : nat -> stream -> stream)

(s : stream) : stream :=

match s with

| cons x t => f x (fold f t)

end.

Explain the problem with this definition.

(b) Haskell (in which streams generally are called ‘lazy lists’) does allow
the counterpart of the definition of fold from the previous exercise:

fold :: (Int -> [Int] -> [Int]) -> [Int] -> [Int]

fold f (x:t) = f x (fold f t)

Explain in what way Haskell differs from Coq, so that Haskell does not
have a problem with this function.

We will now look at a guarded type theory (in Curry-style). The syntax of
the types and terms and ‘clock contexts’ of this theory is:

A ::= a | A→ A | 1 | A+ A | A× A | µa.A | .A | �A | ↑A
M ::= x | λx.M |MM |

? | inlM | inrM | caseM ofx.M ;x.M | (M,M) | fstA | sndA

constructµa.AM | primrecµa.AM | fixM |
nextM |M ~M | boxM | unboxM | forceM | upM | downM

∆ ::= ∅ | κ
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In this a and x are respectively type and term variables. We write construct
instead of the more customary cons, because we use the latter already for
the stream constructor.

This theory has many rules, of which the rules that are relevant for this exam
are, for the types:

Γ `κ A type

Γ `κ .A type

↑Γ `κ A type

Γ `∅ �A type

Γ `∅ A type

↑Γ `κ ↑A type

And for the terms:

↑Γ `κ M : A

Γ `∅ boxM : �A
Γ `∅ M : �A

↑Γ `κ unboxM : A

Γ `κ M : A

Γ `κ nextM : .A

Γ `∅ M : � .A
Γ `∅ forceM : �A

Γ `∅ M : A

↑Γ `κ upM : ↑A
↑Γ `κ M : ↑A

Γ `∅ downM : A

In these rules, for each type A defined in the empty clock context ∅, the
‘weakened’ type in the clock context κ is written ↑A, and if we weaken all
types in a context Γ like this, we get ↑Γ.

(c) There are two types for streams of natural numbers in this system, the
guarded streams Strg and the completed streams Str. Give the defini-
tions of these types, by replacing the dots in the definitions of N and
Strg by something sensible:

N := µa. . . .

Strg := µa. . . .

Str := �Strg

In other words: show that you understand how µ is used to define
inductive and coinductive types in this system. Keep in mind that Strg

is a stream of natural numbers, so you will have to use N in its definition.

As for the clock contexts of these three types: the first and third are
defined in the empty clock context ∅, while of course the second type
Strg needs the clock context κ.
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(d) In this system we can define functions hdg, tlg and consg, with types:

consg : ↑N→ .Strg → Strg

hdg : Strg → ↑N
tlg : Strg → .Strg

Now from these functions define functions hd, tl and cons on completed
streams, with types:

cons : N→ Str→ Str

hd : Str→ N

tl : Str→ Str

(Note that you only need to define the latter three functions from the
former three, you do not need to define the former three functions them-
selves.)

(e) Give the type of foldg, which is a counterpart to the fold function from
the earlier exercises that can be defined in this system. (Note that you
do not need to define it, just giving the type is sufficient.)
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Typing rules of the lambda cube

In these rules the variables s, s1, s2 and s3 range over the set of sorts {∗,�}.

axiom

` ∗ : �

variable
Γ ` A : s

Γ, x : A ` x : A

weakening
Γ ` A : B Γ ` C : s

Γ, x : C ` A : B

application
Γ ` M : Πx : A.B Γ ` N : A

Γ ` MN : B[x := N ]

abstraction
Γ, x : A ` M : B Γ ` Πx : A.B : s

Γ ` λx : A.M : Πx : A.B

product
Γ ` A : s1 Γ, x : A ` B : s2

Γ ` Πx : A.B : s3
where (s1, s2, s3) ∈ R

conversion
Γ ` A : B Γ ` B′ : s

Γ ` A : B′ where B =β B
′

The sets of rules R for the eight systems of the lambda cube are:

λ→ R = {(∗, ∗, ∗) }
λP R = {(∗, ∗, ∗), (∗,�,�) }
λ2 R = {(∗, ∗, ∗), (�, ∗, ∗) }
λP2 R = {(∗, ∗, ∗), (∗,�,�), (�, ∗, ∗) }
λω R = {(∗, ∗, ∗), (�,�,�)}
λPω R = {(∗, ∗, ∗), (∗,�,�), (�,�,�)}
λω R = {(∗, ∗, ∗), (�, ∗, ∗), (�,�,�)}

λPω = λC R = {(∗, ∗, ∗), (∗,�,�), (�, ∗, ∗), (�,�,�)}
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